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Abstract

There are different classifications of sentences. Structurally-typological approach to the classification of sentences is based on a comparison of the word order, i.e. the position of main and secondary components in a simple sentence. Such an approach follows from the theory of language typology elaborated by the American linguist J. Greenberg. In the theoretical part the report provides the main thesis of the classical Greenberg’s theory, which is based on the order of the basic components of a simple sentence: subject (S), verb (V) and object (O). According to this theory any language admits different configurations of the elements: SVO, SOV, VSO, VOS, OSV or OVS, but the dominant order can be only one. Greenberg took into account only sentences with nominal subject and nominal object. As a rule the most frequent orders are SVO, SOV and VSO. The other three orders VOS, OSV, OVS are very rare and hardly reach the dominant status.

Spanish is traditionally considered SVO-language. Nevertheless there are contemporary linguistic investigations that give new information according to which the Spanish language is not only the type SVO but also the type VSO.

As for the old Spanish language there are different opinions: some linguists consider that the type VSO is an intermediate one between the Latin order SOV and modern Spanish order SVO, others refer the old Spanish language to the type SVO. Thus, the aim of the report is to analyze the types of simple narrative sentences in the language of formal letters written in old Spanish of the XIII century.

Based on the theory of J. Greenberg the author examines models of simple sentences with so called full syntactic frame, i.e. models where subject and object are expressed by separate word. In models SVO, SOV, VSO, VOS, OSV, OVS the author distinguishes pronominal, nominal and pronominal-nominal ways of the subject expression, as well as the nominative object and pronominal object-clitic. The examples from formal letters dated by the XIII century show that the old Spanish language refers to the type SVO.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The term “basic order” is used by linguists in various meanings. Thus M. Dryer insists that the term “basic word order” can be applied to the order of any pair of elements, for example, to the adjective and the noun or to the verb and the negation (Dryer, 1997, p. 95). However, most often this term refers exclusively to the order of the main elements of the sentence: the subject (S), the object (O) and the verb-predicate (V) (see: Greenberg, 1963; Tomlin, 1986). The combination of the subject and the predicate is already a sentence that represents a basic (minimum) subject-predicate center. The second argument of the predicate – object – is also very important in the expression of the subject-object relations in the structure of a simple sentence because in many cases a combination of the subject and the predicate is not enough.

L. Whaley associates the basic order with frequency, unmarkedness and neutrality (Whaley, 1997, pp. 100-104). M. Dryer believes that the most reliable criterion is frequency; so he argues that the order can be considered as the basic if it exceeds all other possible orders, at least in the proportion 2:1 (Dryer, 1997, pp. 71, 74).

Serious attempts to study the word order as an element of surface syntactic structure were taken in the 60-s of the XX century. The pioneer in this field was the American linguist George Greenberg. Greenberg developed a classification that takes into consideration the order of the basic elements in a narrative sentence, provided that the subject and the object are expressed in nominal way. Logically six possible configurations or orders are identified: SVO, SOV, VSO, VOS, OSV, and OVS. Most languages allow different orders of the elements, but the dominant (base) can be only one.

According to Greenberg’s theory only three of the above orders can be dominant: SVO, SOV or VSO. The other three orders (VOS, OSV, OVS) do not reach the dominant status or they are very rare. The common feature of the last three configurations is the precedence of the object to the subject (Greenberg, 1963, p. 4).

Despite of the fact that some Greenberg’s theses have been criticized, many next investigations were written in the light of this theory and under its strong influence. This paper is not an exception. However, in contrast to the Greenberg’s work, identifying the typology of the simple narrative sentence in the Old Spanish language by the example of formal letters, we took into account not only the examples with nominative subject and object, but also pronominal subject and object. We are based on the principal that the most concretized subjects are primarily personal pronouns. The endings of the verb in Spanish are also the ways of expression of grammatical subject. Nouns play the role of the grammatical subject only in the position of personal pronouns. Therefore, in case of the subject, pronominal form should be primary to nominal form. In case of the object – vice versa, because the grammatical object is the name of an object or a person to which the action is directed. That is why concerning to the object, pronominal form should be considered as the secondary one.

2. THE SINTACTIC TYPE OF THE SPANISH LANGUAGE

2.1. Modern Spanish

On the one hand, Spanish is characterized by a relative freedom of the word order because of the alternative ways that indicate the syntactic relations between the components of the sentence. On the other hand, Spanish has traditionally been considered as SVO language (sentences with this order are unmarked).

Nevertheless the recent studies represent new data. Thus, O. Fernandez Soriano gives the status of the alternative orders to VSO and VOS. The sentences a, b, and c are considered as equally possible, in spite of their different interpretation:

a) Juan ha comprado el periódico. – "Juan has bought a newspaper." (SVO)
b) Ha comprado Juan el periódico. – "Has bought Juan a newspaper." (VSO)
c) Ha comprado el periódico Juan. – "Has bought a newspaper Juan." (VOS)

M.L. Zubizarreta considers that the basic orders in Spanish are SVO and VSO (Zubizarreta, 1999, p. 4217; op. cit. by Bernal, 2007, p. 3). A. Grouse and A. R. Bock-Bennema postulate VSO order as the basic one and the configuration SVO as the derivative of the VSO order.

2.2. Old Spanish

In the works devoted to the linguistic change of the Latin language into the Romance (dominant local/national dialect of the Iberian Peninsula in the early Middle Ages; there were three Romance dialects in
that period: Castilian, Aragon and Leon), the order of the constituents OV/VO is one of the main elements of the theory. The first order is main in the typology of the Latin language, the second — in the typology of the Romance (see: Tomlin, 1986; Siewierska, 1988; Dryer, 1997; Arnaiz, 1998, etc.). However, many authors (Adams, 1977; Pinkster, 1991, etc.) specify that in spite of the fact that classical Latin is the OV-language, it does not mean that the OV order was the only grammatical word order in Latin. VO order can also be found in the written Latin texts of different types.

H. Pinkster gives the following data about the variations of the basic constituents (S, V and O) in the famous speeches in Latin (in absolute values, excepting Petronius’s speeches – %):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SOV</th>
<th>SVO</th>
<th>OSV</th>
<th>OVS</th>
<th>VSO</th>
<th>VOS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cicero (Att.)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caesar (Gall + Civ)</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitruvius</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celsus</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petronius (in %)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claudius Terentianus</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peregrinatio – Part 1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peregrinatio – Part 2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vulgata (100 sentences)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As for the early Romance G. Bossong considers it as the VSO language. M. Suárez Fernández objects to this opinion. She explains that the initial position of the verb is unlikely, because the predication should be characterized by two nominative components (agent and patience / object) (Suárez Fernández, 2007, p. 225). The author says that the logical order in the first texts in Romance and in the following ones is SVO order.

One of the samples of the early Romance are “San Millan glosses” (glosses from the San Millan Monastery). San Millan glosses were studied by R. Blake. The author considers that they are samples of the Ancient Spanish language with Latinized orthography dated by the IX-XI centuries. Blake's investigation shows the following results (Blake, 1992, p. 294):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word order</th>
<th>IX century</th>
<th>X century</th>
<th>XI century</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOV (%)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O:V(S)O₂ (%)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVO (%)</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V(S)O (%)</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VO (% всер)</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

G. Bossong finds the evidence of the VSO order in these glosses. He considers it as an intermediate step between the Latin SOV order and the Romance SVO order (Bossong, 1998, pp. 1014-1015). According to the author’s opinion the evolution from Latin to the Romance has gone through three orders: the classical Latin SOV order – Late Latin / early Romance VSO order – modern Spanish SVO order.

It seems that this division into periods is not quite satisfactory, as it excludes a large linguistic layer that is located between early Romance and modern Spanish. It is neither Romance nor modern Spanish. It is common subnational base of the Kingdom Castile and Leon that allow reading and understanding texts for non-native speakers. We call this subnational linguistic base (that is found since XIII century) the Old Spanish Language.

In the next part of the paper we present the results of our investigation that examines the models of simple sentences in the texts of formal letters (most of them are royal) dated by the XIII century.

3. MODELS OF SIMPLE SENTENCES IN THE OLD SPANISH FORMAL LETTERS (XIII CENTURY)

In Old Spanish formal letters there are following configurations of simple sentences:

1) The model SVO
According to some linguists the models with a linear SVO order, "reflect" the natural order from the known things to the unknown things.

There are models with nominative object (a) and pronominal object-clitic (b).

a) SVO models with nominative object:
- "... a que yo pus nombre Torquemada (Corpus, n° 1208). – The letter of the King of Castile Alfonso X dated 25 November, 1253. – "to which [village] I gave the name of Torquemada."
- "E el por nuestro mandado llamome buenos de las villas sobredichas ... (Serrano, 1906, p. 116). – The letter of the King of Castile Alfonso X dated 13 June, 1270. – "And he, by our order, called noble men from the above mentioned towns."
- "el abat e los monges de Oña ... mostráronme privilegio plomado de mio avuelo el rey don Alfonso (Corpus, n° 0504). – The letter of the King of Castile Fernandez III dated by 1239. – "the abbot of the monastery and nuns of the monastery of Onya ... showed me the lead privilege (with lead seal) of my grandfather, the King Don Alfonso."
- "Et yo, sobredicho rey don FERNANDO ... con mi mano propia robro esta carta ... (Ostos Salcedo, 1996, p. 247). – The Royal letter dated by 1252. – "And I, the above mentioned king, Don Fernando ... personally assure that letter."

b) SVO models with pronominal object-clitic:
- "Et yo, sobredicho rey don FERNANDO ... confirmola (Ostos Salcedo, 1996, p. 247). – The Royal letter dated by 1252. – "And I, the above mentioned king, Don Fernando ..., confirm it [the letter]."

2) The model SOV
Traces of the Latin norm (S)OV in Old Spanish formal letters are found primarily in the initial and final protocols. Compare:
- "... quando yo las conquisiere ... (Ostos Salcedo, 1996, p. 247). – The letter dated by 1252. – "when I them [the villages] conquer."
- "Don Aboabdil Abennacar, rey de Granada, vassalo del rey, la confirma (Corpus, n° 1208). – The letter dated by 1253. – "Don Aboabdil Abenasar, the King of Granada, the vassal of the king, confirms it (literally: Don Aboabdil it confirms)."
- "Yo, Johán Pérez de Cibdat, la escriuí por mandado de Millán Pérez de Aellón, en el anno ... (Corpus, n° 252). – The letter dated by 1252. – "I, Juan Perez de Sibdat, wrote it (literally: it wrote) by the order of Millan Perez de Aellon, in the year (such and such) ...".
- "... yo fernan gonçaluiz esta carta que mende fazer conmyas manos la Rouro & signo fago (Corpus, n° 0472). – The clerical letter dated by 1255. – "And I, Fernand Gonsalves, this letter, which I ordered to make, assure it personally (literally: it assure) and put a sign."

The last example (*) shows an extremely rare case of pronominal reprise – duplication of a nominative object (esta carta – "this letter") that is located before a verb (rouro – "assure") by pronoun-clitic (la – "it" [letter]). As usual the pronominal reprise was not used in Old Spanish formal letters even in the later period.

3) The model VSO
- "E el cambio es atal: que dó yo a vós el castello e la villa de Veas ... (Corpus, n° 1200). – Letter dated by 1239. – "And the exchange is as follows: give I to you the castle and the village of Veas."

4) The model OSV
The only example with this configuration was found in a document dated by 1239. It is the letter of the King of Castile Fernando III. The paper (the so called privilege) delimitates and determines the borders between Madrid and Segovia, and between the villages of these two towns. Compare:
- "É mando e defiendo firmemente que ninguno no sea osado de mudar nin de camiar ninguno destos sobredichos mojones de ... como los yo pus" (Cavanilles, 1999, p. 58). – "... And I order and strictly insist that no one dared to move or change any of the above pillars from how I have put them (literally: them I put)."
In this sentence the object expressed by the pronoun-clitic (los) is located in a distant (!) position from the verb. Such a phenomenon, that is called **interpolation**, is totally unacceptable in modern Spanish.

5) **The model OVS**

The models of simple sentences with this structure (OVS) also refer to the period of the Middle Ages.

- **E este filo fiz yo** (Corpus, nº 1209). – The letter dated by 1241. – "This pillar did I... with all things that belong to the village within the boundaries as Don Rémond, Bishop of Segovia, and you, don Gonsalvo García de Torquemada, and Roy Lopez de Mendoza delimited it, by my order (literally: it delimited Don Remondo and others)."

6) **The model VOS**


According to our study (43 simple sentences in 11 letters) in the language of formal letters written in Old Spanish there can be following types of simple sentences: SVO – 49%; SOV – 21%; OVS – 16%; VSO – 7%; VOS – 5%; OSV – 2%.

Thus, like most languages, the language of formal letters written in Old Spanish allows different models of simple sentences with the basic elements S – subject, O – object and V – verb-predicate, but the only one should be considered as dominant – SVO. Such a structure is the most frequent and neutral in this type of texts.
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